This product can be used in the following manner: in hospitals, clinics, doctor’s offices, dentist’s offices, day care centers, private homes, food service, and any other institutional and household use where the control of bacteria, viruses, fungi, and spores is desired. For use in hospitals, clinics, doctor’s offices, dentist’s offices, day care centers, private homes, food service, and any other institutional and household use where the control of bacteria, viruses, fungi, and spores is desired. For use in hospitals, clinics, doctor’s offices, dentist’s offices, day care centers, private homes, food service, and any other institutional and household use where the control of bacteria, viruses, fungi, and spores is desired.

For hard, non-porous food contact surface sanitization: Apply this product to pre-cleaned hard, non-porous surfaces by sponge, cloth, microfiber, mop, spray, pour or immersion to wet surfaces thoroughly. Allow to air dry. Discard or launder spent materials before reuse.

For use as a non-critical medical item disinfection immersion solution: This product is not to be used as a terminal disinfectant on any surface or instrument that will come into direct contact with living tissue or body fluids. Before using this product select an appropriate pre-cleaner and disinfectant/disinfectant solution recommended by OSHA, the CDC or the AAI. Follow disinfectant/disinfectant solution use instructions. This product is not to be used as a terminal disinfectant on any surface or instrument that will come into direct contact with living tissue or body fluids. Before using this product select an appropriate pre-cleaner and disinfectant/disinfectant solution recommended by OSHA, the CDC or the AAI. Follow disinfectant/disinfectant solution use instructions.

For hard, non-porous, non-food contact surface disinfectant/virucide/fungicide: This product is not to be used as a terminal disinfectant on any surface or instrument that will come into direct contact with living tissue or body fluids. Before using this product select an appropriate pre-cleaner and disinfectant/disinfectant solution recommended by OSHA, the CDC or the AAI. Follow disinfectant/disinfectant solution use instructions.

For use as a pre-cleaning Instrument spray: Place item into a suitable container. Thoroughly spray item with this product until drenched, thoroughly rinse. Follow with an appropriate terminal cleaning and sterilization/disinfection process.

For use as a non-critical medical item disinfection immersion solution: Apply this product to pre-cleaned hard, non-porous surfaces by sponge, cloth, microfiber, mop, spray, pour or immersion to wet surfaces thoroughly. Allow to air dry. Discard or launder spent materials before reuse.

For use as a hard, non-porous non-food contact surface disinfectant/virucide/fungicide: This product is not to be used as a terminal disinfectant on any surface or instrument that will come into direct contact with living tissue or body fluids. Before using this product select an appropriate pre-cleaner and disinfectant/disinfectant solution recommended by OSHA, the CDC or the AAI. Follow disinfectant/disinfectant solution use instructions.

For use as a non-critical medical item disinfection immersion solution: This product is not to be used as a terminal disinfectant on any surface or instrument that will come into direct contact with living tissue or body fluids. Before using this product select an appropriate pre-cleaner and disinfectant/disinfectant solution recommended by OSHA, the CDC or the AAI. Follow disinfectant/disinfectant solution use instructions.

For use as a hard, non-porous food contact surface sanitization: Apply this product to pre-cleaned hard, non-porous surfaces by sponge, cloth, microfiber, mop, spray, pour or immersion to wet surfaces thoroughly. Allow to air dry. Discard or launder spent materials before reuse.

For use as a non-critical medical item disinfection immersion solution: This product is not to be used as a terminal disinfectant on any surface or instrument that will come into direct contact with living tissue or body fluids. Before using this product select an appropriate pre-cleaner and disinfectant/disinfectant solution recommended by OSHA, the CDC or the AAI. Follow disinfectant/disinfectant solution use instructions.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Product is formulated to disinfect hard, non-porous, inanimate environmental surfaces: of prime importance in controlling the hazard of cross contamination. It is intended for use on hard, non-porous, inanimate environmental surfaces: restrooms and other areas which are prone to odors caused by microorganisms. In addition, this product deodorizes those areas that generally are hard to keep fresh smelling, such as garbage storage areas, empty garage and car, basement, storage rooms, closets, and other areas which are prone to odors caused by microorganisms.

APPLICATION:

Coverage Spray TB: In designed specifically as a general ready-to-use disinfectant for pre-cleaned environmental surfaces/objects/areas.

Coverage Spray TB is designated as an effective virucide in the presence of organic soil when a follow-up rinse with potable water before reuse.

MILDEWSTAT:

To control mold and mildew on pre-cleaned, hard, non-porous surfaces. Spray evenly until surface is covered. Allow product to remain on treated surfaces for 5 minutes. Ventilate building and other closed settings in which there is an expected likelihood of soiling of inanimate surfaces/objects.

DO NOT PRINT SPOT RED TEMPLATE

The product was used on environmental, inanimate hard surfaces of a laboratory setting including various microorganisms: Bacillus Subtilis Spore (ATCC 6539), Escherichia coli (ATCC 11229), Listeria Monocytogenes (ATCC 35152), Yersinia enterocolitica (ATCC 23715), Enterococcus Faecalis (ATCC 51299). No scrubbing is necessary. To control mold and mildew on pre-cleaned, hard, non-porous surfaces. Spray evenly until surface is covered. Allow product to remain on treated surfaces for 5 minutes. Ventilate building and other closed settings in which there is an expected likelihood of soiling of inanimate surfaces/objects.

DISTRIBUTION OF PAPERS AND GLOVES:

Before using any disposable items on patients’ skin, wash hands of all personnel. Wash hands of all personnel. After using gloves, wash hands of all personnel. After using gloves, wash hands of all personnel. After using gloves, wash hands of all personnel. After using gloves, wash hands of all personnel. After using gloves, wash hands of all personnel.

CONTACT TIME:

Product is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants. Product is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants. Product is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants. Product is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants. Product is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants.

TUBERCULOCIDAL ACTIVITY: Coverage Spray TB and Coverage Spray TB is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants. Product is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants. Product is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants. Product is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants. Product is designed to be used for 3 minutes; for disinfecting MRSA, MRSE, and VRE and other organisms which are resistant to other disinfectants.